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ABSTRACT
Audiences, juries, and critics continually evaluate performers based on their interpretations of
familiar classics. Yet formally assessing the perceptual consequences of interpretive decisions is chal-
lenging – particularly with respect to how they shape emotional messages. Here, we explore the
issue through comparison of emotion ratings (using scales of arousal and valence) for excerpts of
all 48 pieces from Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier. In this series of studies, participants evaluated one
of seven interpretations by highly regarded pianists. This work offers the novel ability to simultane-
ously explore (1) how different interpretations by expert pianists shape emotional messages, (2) the
degree towhich structural and interpretative elements shape the clarity of emotionalmessages, and
(3) how interpretative differences affect the strength of specific features or cues to convey musical
emotion.
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Introduction

Similar to speech, the structural aspects of music’s acous-
tic signal can embody or convey emotional qualities to
listeners. However, in the case of music, there is an extra
layer of complexity not found in normative speech – the
person producing the acoustic signal (i.e. the performer)
is often generations removed from the one who crafted
the particular sequence of notes and rhythms (i.e. the
composer). Consequently as Levinson (1996) argues, a
musical performance is not simply the presentation of
the work’s written sound structure (Macritchie et al.,
2012, p.179), but represents the combination of score
and interpretation. This is particularly true for classi-
cal music, where so much of the standard repertoire is
played by many different musicians – each interested in
distinguishing their performance in some way. There-
fore, music is a particularly interesting vehicle through
which to investigate the process of emotional communi-
cation, as the ultimate listening experience of audiences
is shaped by an incomtricate dialogue between composer
and performer (Blom et al., 2016; Juslin, 1997; Kendall &
Carterette, 1990) (Figure 1).

Interpretation is the lifeblood of musical perfor-
mance and one of the most important dimensions along
which performers are evaluated in public performances,
recordings, juries, and formal exams. From a psycholog-
ical perspective the interplay between musical structure
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and interpretation helps shed light on the complexities of
communicating coded emotional messages from multi-
ple sources. First a composer’s emotional intentions are
encoded through the notation of structural cues: pitches,
rhythms, notated tempi, etc. Performers then study, inter-
pret, and ultimately perform these notes and rhythms,
adding additional layers to the emotional signal that lis-
teners must decode. A performer’s interpretative choices
are of great importance for musicians who are contin-
ually striving to put their unique stamp on frequently
performed classics, and several instructional books help
guide musicians on this topic (Kramer, 2010; Silverman,
2008; Sinn, 2013; Thom, 2003).

Fully understanding music’s emotional communica-
tive power is challenging for many reasons, including
the complex ways in which master composers co-vary
cues to sculpt emotional messages. However, previous
research on the relationship between cues (the acoustic
or musical features of the musical signal) and perceived
emotion provides some useful insight. One approach
examines how structural (composer notated cues such as
specific notes and rhythms, and notated tempi) and inter-
pretative (performer manipulated cues such as timing
and dynamic shaping) aspects of music together shape
emotional messages (Quinto et al., 2014). Although a lis-
tener’s sensitivity to the combination of structural and
interpretative cues affords more accurate decoding of
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Figure 1. Communication model between composer, performer
and listener as applied to this project. Adapted from Blom et al.
(2016), Juslin’s Lens Model (1997) and Kendall and Carterette
(1990).

conveyed emotion in general, certain emotions are suc-
cessfully transmitted through either structural or com-
position cues alone – particularly in monophonic or
single-lined melodies (Juslin & Lindström, 2010). Con-
sequently, unpacking the complex relationship between
these two types of cues represents a compelling, albeit
challenging goal. This is particularly true for the kinds of
complex polyphonic music that forms the basis of most
musical listening – yet by its very definitionmakes decon-
struction and isolation of particular cues so challenging.

Previous explorations of interpretation: musical
signals and scores

Interpretation is considered an individualistic process
based on a performer’s musical intentions (Palmer,
1997). In a musical performance, performers make deci-
sions regarding expressive cues to convey or empha-
sise emotional content. Studies using expert perform-
ers captured on commercially available recordings have
explored these expressive differences across perform-
ers’ use of timing cues, demonstrating variations in
their interpretative decisions (Dodson, 2011; Repp, 1992;
Vines et al., 2006). For example, differences in perfor-
mance cues that encode timing and dynamic information
are evident at the microstructural level of a musical com-
position (Macritchie et al., 2012; Repp, 1992). Further,
listeners can identify major sectional boundaries differ-
ently within Chopin’s Prelude in E minor based on per-
formers’ deviations of those timing and dynamic cues
(Macritchie et al., 2012). These studies provide a use-
ful starting point for empirically exploring differences in
performer interpretation.

Additional work exploring the relationship between
musical structure and expressive performances employ
machine learning and computational analyses to explain
or predict expressive use of timing or dynamics (Cancino-
Chacón et al., 2017; Kosta et al., 2018; Li et al., 2017;
Peperkamp et al., 2017). In some of these studies,
researchers utilise a dataset of score-beat positions and
loudness values (including dynamics and tempo mark-
ings) from recordings of Chopin Mazurkas, to analyse
differences and similarities in timing and dynamic cue

use across performers (Kosta et al., 2018; Peperkamp
et al., 2017). One study exploring local tempo varia-
tions in performances with this dataset suggest some
similarities across performers, such as emphasising struc-
tural transitions by slowing down (boundary effects)
(Peperkamp et al., 2017).

Other work examining performances of expres-
sive markings in a musical score corresponding to
loudness levels, indicate that performers manifest the
same dynamic markings differently when performing
Mazurkas (Kosta et al., 2018). Further, performers that
demonstrated uniqueness in their transition between
dynamic markings, tended to diverge from common
practice in similar ways for other Mazurkas. Combined,
these studies offer useful insight into how performance
individuality manifests across expressive cues through
the use of computational and modelling methods. Better
understanding of how performers imbue their individ-
ual mark on a performance and further, the consequence
of these interpretative differences on listener perception,
can help to illuminate how interpretative choices shape
the emotional content conveyed through music.

Previous explorations of interpretation: analysis of
perceptual evaluations

The expressive choices made by a performer not only
represent an artist’s individuality but have the ability to
shape listeners’ perceptions of the musical experience.
As Vickers (2017) states ‘any musical performance is
based on a combination of the composer’s intentions
and the performers’ interpretation, and on the interac-
tion between them and a third element: the response of
the audience’ (p. 574). Performer interpretation and vari-
ation of cues such as dynamics (Nakamura, 1987) and
ornamentation (Timmers & Ashley, 2007) are salient to
listeners, and the individual decisions of performers play
a key role in distinguishing performances of historically
significant pieces – which have been played and recorded
repeatedly.

Although they may seem subtle, interpretative differ-
ences can be salient even for listeners lacking formal
training (Gingras et al., 2011). There, authors investi-
gated whether participants could group excerpts from
the same performer, and further explored the acousti-
cal parameters that listeners use to discriminate between
interpretations. Regardless of the level of musical exper-
tise, listeners correctly identified performers’ individ-
ual style from excerpts as short as 10–14 s. Performer
expertise appeared important, as listeners more accu-
rately categorised excerpts performed by those who had
won prizes in musical competitions. The analysis of the
performed acoustic information indicated mean tempo,
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articulation and onset synchrony varied as a function
of performer, which presumably provided the acoustic
basis on which listeners discriminated between different
performance styles.

Differences in interpretation not only distinguish per-
formances but can also be used to intentionally shape
their emotional messages. For example in a study by
Juslin (2000), three professional guitar players recorded
monophonic (i.e. single line melody alone) renditions
of three selected songs with the intention of convey-
ing ‘anger’, ‘happiness’, ‘sadness’, or fear. Focusing on
three acoustical parameters of sound level, tempo, and
articulation, the authors reported large variability among
performers for tempo and differences in the use of artic-
ulation cues between interpretations. Listeners decoded
these variations, which allowed them in many cases to
accurately recognise the emotional intentions of the per-
former. Point biserial correlations of performers’ inten-
tions with listeners’ affective ratings indicated variation
based on emotion, and showed 70% of variance in lis-
tener’s judgements could be accounted for by the per-
formers’ expressive intention. Individually, differences
emerged for emotional expressions of happiness and fear,
where performer 3 displayed significantly lower achieve-
ment scores (i.e. less success in conveying their intended
emotion) than performer 1 or 2. Interestingly, other per-
formers also displayed success in conveying the same
emotions however using different performance strategies
on the use of cues. This is consistent with the proposed
modified Lens Model from Juslin (1997), which hypoth-
esises that cues function in a probabilistic and redundant
way when communicating emotion through musical sig-
nals. The LensModel helps to explain why the same emo-
tion can be conveyedwith different combinations of cues.

These past studies using musical passages with both
intentionally and organically varied performances show
how performers are able to communicate interpreta-
tion to listeners. Despite this general success, investi-
gation and analysis on rating differences for naturally
varying interpretations needs further exploration to bet-
ter understand how performer variations shape listener
experiences. The use of explicit instructions to encode
specific emotions into the musical stimuli – a method
frequently used in the literature – illustrates that cer-
tain cues can alter an audiences’ evaluations of emo-
tion (Juslin, 2000, 1997; Laukka et al., 2013; Quinto
et al., 2014; Vieillard et al., 2008). However, much work
remains to be done exploring how the interpretive deci-
sions made by great performers naturally affect an audi-
ences’ response. This is a particularly salient issue for
music educators training the next generation of perform-
ers on best practices for interpreting well-known clas-
sics. To complement previous work exploring isolated

parameters and systematically manipulated features of
musical excerpts (Dalla Bella et al., 2001; Eerola et al.,
2013; Hevner, 1937; Juslin & Lindström, 2010; Scherer
& Oshinsky, 1977) emphasising ‘control’, here we take
a naturalistic approach to account for the subtleties in
performers’ expressive decisions to convey emotion.

The present study

Previous work on interpretation tends to focus on either
(1) acoustical differences (Macritchie et al., 2012; Repp,
1992) rather than their perceptual consequences or (2)
perceptual differences in response to researcher-directed
goals (Gingras et al., 2011; Juslin, 2000, 1997). Due in
large part to the complexity of perceptual issues, stimuli
used in experiments assessing emotion are often selected
explicitly for their ability to convey specific emotions
(Dibben, 2004), or performers are instructed to express
select discrete emotions (Laukka et al., 2013). However
as emotional communication in natural musical settings
is more nuanced, greater exploration of realistic per-
formances could provide helpful clarity. At the same
time, such approaches present challenges with control, as
different sets of pieces vary simultaneously in multiple
dimensions (instrumental timbre, compositional struc-
ture, etc.).

TheWell-Tempered Clavier: an invaluablemusical
tool for exploring interpretation
Bach’s WTC serves as an ideal choice for a study of
naturalistic communication of emotion for both artis-
tic and scientific reasons. From an artistic perspective,
there are at least three reasons why Bach’s WTC repre-
sents a rich basis for exploring the complex interaction
between structure and interpretation in emotional com-
munication. First, it is widely played and studied, holding
a privileged role in musical training as evidenced by the
Royal Conservatory of Music’s decision to include many
of its pieces in their exam requirements (Royal Conser-
vatory of Music, 2015). Second, despite this widespread
agreement on importance, the lack of composer-specified
tempi has led to an unusually large range of disagreement
on its interpretation. The noted musicologist Willard
A. Palmer’s surveyed tempi used in different albums
and notated editions is included in the preface to his
edition (Bach, 2004), showing disagreement amongst
renowned interpreters. For example, GlennGould (Bach,
1722/1965) performed the E minor fugue (BWV 855)
double the tempo used by Tureck (Bach, 1722/1953).
Even more surprisingly, Newman (Bach, 1722/1973a)
performed the Bminor prelude (BWV 869) at three times
the tempi of Gulda (Bach, 1722/1973b). This disagree-
ment not only reflects the lack of widespread use of
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metronomes during Bach’s time, but also hints at a robust
quality to the structure of his music, as his pieces appear
to ‘work’ at a wide range of tempi. Third, this particular
set of pieces is less overt in its emotional messages many
others used in studies of emotion. The lack of clear struc-
tural cues and/or instructions pointing to one particular
emotional message offers performers greater interpreta-
tive latitude. Together with the lack of prescribed tempi,
this set of pieces offers a rich basis for naturalistic explo-
rations of musical interpretation.

Completing its artistic suitability, the WTC is well
positioned as a test stimulus for two technical reasons
related to experimental design: (a) the ‘balance’ of its
key structure and (b) relative familiarity with it in the
general population. Written to explore new tonal possi-
bilities during his lifetime, Bach chose to ‘balance’ the
WTC with equal numbers of pieces in all Major and
minor keys (48 in total). This is extremely helpful for
researchers as it is rare in any set of artistically created
pieces, let alone a set by one of music history’s most
revered composers. Themakeup ofWesternmusic is pro-
foundly biased towards Major (vs. minor) key structures.
For example, minor keys appear in only two of Mozart’s
symphonies, (Tan et al., 2017, p. 234), and less than 10%
of Haydn’s (Smith, 2002, p. 29). This sameMajor bias can
be found in rock music (Temperley & de Clercq, 2013).
ThisMajor-key bias is highly problematic for researchers,
given that mode is widely recognised as playing a cru-
cial role in conveying musical emotion (Dalla Bella et al.,
2001; Eerola et al., 2013; Quinto et al., 2014). Second,
the WTC is useful for studies aiming to generalise their
conclusions. For although the general structure is widely
familiar (and arguably serves as the foundation for the
Western canon), few specific pieces are easily recognis-
able to those without musical training. Consequently this
study thus builds on work of Macritchie et al. (2012), and
Repp (1992) exploring the effect of performer interpre-
tation on the conveyed emotional content, and incorpo-
rates the analyses of composer and performer controlled
quantified cues to break down the importance of cues for
interpreting each performance.

As the WTC is such a foundational work, it has been
recorded numerous times by prominent musicians, with
a plethora of commercially available recordings by some
of the twentieth Century’s greatest pianists. Yet despite
this widespread agreement regarding its cultural impor-
tance, the widely discrepant interpretations (stemming in
part from the lack of composer-specified tempo mark-
ings) offer a unique opportunity to balance issues of nat-
ural variation and experimental control. Although each
performance uses the same notes and rhythms selected
by one of the great musical minds in the Western canon,
there are rich, artistically driven differences between the

different performers. Consequently, we believe theWTC
is ideally suited for an exploration of the complex rela-
tionship between structure, interpretation, and emotion.

Overview and explanation of our experimental
approach
To measure perceived emotion, we focus on a two-
dimensional approach in our experiments. This is based
on Russell’s two dimensional (2D) Circumplex Model of
Affect (1980), which explains emotion as consisting of
two components, arousal (activation–deactivation) and
valence (pleasure-displeasure). This measure of emo-
tion has been successful across various fields (Kring
et al., 2003; Russell & Bullock, 1985), and can account
for a large proportion of the variance from listener
responses (Schubert, 1999). Despite difficulty in differ-
entiation between emotions that fall close together across
the 2D space, dimensionalmodels provide amore reliable
measure of responses to ambiguous emotional musical
examples than discrete methods (Eerola & Vuoskoski,
2011). This is an important consideration for musical lis-
tening experiences outside of laboratory settings where
researchers often explicitly dictate and/or control the
emotional messages embedded within musical stimuli.

We chose to focus on three cues used previously to
explore perceived emotion in music (Battcock & Schutz,
2019) that are widely recognised to play a key role in
conveying emotion (Balkwill & Thompson, 1999; Costa
et al., 2004; Gagnon&Peretz, 2003;Hevner, 1937;Huron,
2008) – timing (defined for our purposes as attack rate,
which represents note attacks per second), pitch height,
and mode. Further, these cues are found to be important
for listener ratings of valence and arousal, where timing
(specifically attack rate) is found to be an important pre-
dictor across both dimensions, in contrast to mode and
pitch height which contribute only to predicting ratings
of valence (Battcock & Schutz, 2021, 2019).

As a timing cue, attack rate considers both the num-
ber of attacks and tempo and is sensitive to faster tem-
pos with longer attack durations or slower tempi with
shorter attack durations. For example, Bach’s Ab Major
Prelude has a tempo marking (108) higher than the Bb
Major Prelude (76), yet its attack rate is considerably
slower as the rhythmic structure has many fewer attacks
(Schutz, 2017). As such, attack rate has the ability to cap-
ture some conveyed information different from tempo.
Timing varies considerably between performers both in
general (Gingras et al., 2011; Repp, 1992) and in this set
of pieces in particular (Bach, 2004), therefore assessing
how performers’ choices in attack rate influence listener
experience holds the potential to clarify the complex rela-
tionship between structure, interpretation, and response.
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Pitch cues such as pitch height, range and variabil-
ity are found to be associated with expressed emo-
tion (Gabrielsson & Lindström, 2010; Ilie & Thomp-
son, 2006), although contributions of pitch to conveyed
emotion appear inconsistent (Eitan & Timmers, 2010;
Gundlach, 1935;Hevner, 1937; Scherer&Oshinsky, 1977;
Watson, 1942; Wedin, 1972). Here, we calculated aver-
age pitch height using methods from Huron et al. (2010)
later refined by Poon and Schutz (2015) for this particu-
lar set of pieces. For the cue ofmode, studies demonstrate
that Major-minor distinctions predict emotions in music
(Dalla Bella et al., 2001; Gerardi & Gerken, 1995; Kast-
ner &Crowder, 1990), whereMajormodes are associated
with positively valenced emotions andminormodes with
negatively valenced emotions like sadness (Costa et al.,
2004; Hevner, 1935; Hunter et al., 2008; Pallesen et al.,
2005; Quinto&Thompson, 2013;Webster &Weir, 2005).
Here we explore the role of Major and minor modes in
listener perception of emotion within theWTC.

Goals of this work
As a curiosity-inspired inquiry, we did not enter this
studywith explicit hypothesis. Therefore we see this work
as best positioned to explore three intriguing questions
of broad interest. First, the specific affordances of our
setup allow for an intriguing exploration of how natural
differences in interpretation change the range of emo-
tions conveyed in unaltered excerpts of music created by
a highly regarded composer. Second, as each musician
performed this balanced set of Major/minor pieces con-
taining identical pitches and rhythms, this study offers
a novel and controlled method for exploring the consis-
tency of emotional messages – both for individual pieces
as a whole and across different interpretations. Third, this
approach lends itself well to an exploration ofwhether the
strength of specific cues (e.g. mode) vary as a function of
a performer’s interpretation.

Each of these exploratory questions has some prece-
dent in the literature. However in a sense, they are also
novel in that they are grounded in the most ecological of
stimulus sets – commercially available albums featuring
expert interpretations of music from a highly regarded
composer. Therefore, we see this exploration in part as
complementing and extending previous work in a ‘nat-
ural’ exploration of a notoriously complex issue – the
relationship between a composer’s structural design, a
performer’s interpretative decisions, and a listener’s emo-
tional responses.

General method

Overview

We used the following experimental design and proce-
dures to test six new experiments using recordings from

different pianists. All apparatus, stimuli, and procedures
remained identical to those used to assess responses to
Friedrich Gulda in Battcock and Schutz (2019). There-
fore, combining these data yields information for all
seven pianists reviewed in Palmer’s analyses (Bach,
2004).

Participants

The sample is comprised of a total of 180 (mean
age = 18.8, SD=1.77) non-musician undergrads
(n = 30 for each experiment testing one performer’s
recordings) from McMaster University’s Psychology
undergraduate participant pool. We considered ‘non-
musicians’ to have <1 year of musical training. In return
for their participation, participants received course
credit. The experiment met ethical standards in accor-
dance to theMcMasterUniversity Research Ethics Board.

Musical stimuli
Stimuli included 48 excerpts of Bach’s WTC’s Book
1 as performed by one of six notable performers:
Edwin Fischer (Bach, 1722/2007), Glenn Gould (Bach,
1722/1965), Sviatoslav Richter (Bach, 1722/1992), Ros-
alyn Tureck (Bach, 1722/1953), Joao Carlos Martins
(Bach, 1722/1964), and Jöerg Demus (Bach, 1722/1956).
Together with our previously reported data (Battcock &
Schutz, 2019) based on a recording by Fredrich Gulda
(Bach, 1722/1973b) performance, these seven albums
represent all pianists analysed in Palmer’s landmark
study of timing in theWTC (Bach, 2004).

Excerpts ranged from 6 to 104 s in duration
(M = 28.79 s, SD = 12.46), contained the first eight
measures of eachWTC piece, and included a two-second
fade out starting at the ninth measure. Descriptive infor-
mation on individual performer excerpts can be found in
Appendix 1. Although faster and slower excerpts varied
in duration, this provided consistency in terms of musi-
cal units (measure length). We used Amadeus Pro to cut
and prepare all stimuli.

Cue quantification
As used in Battcock and Schutz (2019) we calculated val-
ues of pitch height and attack rate for all eight-measure
excerpts across each performer. Pitch height values rep-
resented the average weighted pitch quantified from
the eight measures. These values are obtained using
the method in Poon and Schutz (2015) by summing
duration-weighted pitch values of each measure, divided
by the note duration sum of that measure. The cal-
culated pitch height values varied from 33.13 to 53.00
(M = 43.90, SD=4.03), corresponding ∼F3 to ∼ C#5.
The MIDI pitch value of each pitch height value is equal
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to pitch height+ 21, therefore this corresponds to MIDI
keys 54–74. Attack rate (average note attacks per sec-
ond for each eight-measure excerpt) quantification used
tempi values reflecting each performer’s performance.
Based on the method from Poon and Schutz (2015), the
number of attacks within a measure is summed and sub-
sequently divided by the number of that beat’s measure.
To calculate attacks-per-second, the metronome values
are divided by 60 and then multiplied by the number
of attacks per beat. Overall attack rate values ranged
from 0.87 to 12.80 note attacks per second (M = 4.49,
SD = 2.46). Specific performer attack rate information
can be found in Appendix 1. In this study we defined
mode as the tonal centre of the piece used for the excerpt,
indicated by the denoted key signature of each score
and coded it dichotomously (0= minor, 1= Major).
Additionally, because we used commercial recordings of
multiple performers, we quantified the root mean square
(RMS) value of each audio file to measure the intensity of
each excerpt to use as a covariate in some of our overall
analyses. This allowed some clarity on the role of RMS
as a predictor across performer recordings. We obtained
RMS values using Amadeus Pro software. RMS values of
all excerpts ranged from −40.6 to −16.6 (M = −27.7,
SD=4.8). Details on RMS values for each excerpt can be
found in Appendix 1.

Design and procedure
All experiments occurred in a sound-attenuating booth.
Participants completed a consent and musical experi-
ence form (see Appendix 2) before starting the experi-
ment. Research assistants verbally explained the emotion
rating tasks emphasising full use of the scales. Instruc-
tions directed participants to provide ratings of the emo-
tion conveyed through the music on scales of emotional
valence (how positive or negative the emotion sounds)
and arousal (the emotional energy communicated). Par-
ticipants completed four practice trials using alternate
recordings as performed by Angela Hewitt (Bach, 1998)
with an opportunity to ask procedural or clarification
questions before the experiment began. Following the
presentation of each excerpt, participants rated perceived
emotion on scales valence from 1 (negative) to 7 (posi-
tive), and arousal from 1 (low) to 100 (high). The visual
presentation of both scales occurred simultaneously on
the computer monitor. Participants selected their rating
along each scale before moving on to the next excerpt.
Upon completion of their rating, a black screen was pre-
sented to the participants and the next excerpt began.
Each participant listened to an individually randomised
order of the 48 excerpts as interpreted by one performer.

The experiment ran on PsychoPy (Peirce et al., 2019),
a Python-based program on either a 2014 MacBook Air

(OS X 10.9.4) or a 2013 iMac (OS X 10.9.3) connected to
a DELLmonitor within the booth. Participant ratings are
collected and stored in comma-separated value files gen-
erated from the PsychoPy software. Participants heard
stimuli at a consistent and comfortable listening level
through Sennheiser HDA 200 headphones and provided
responses via either trackpad or Apple mouse connected
to the iMac located outside the booth.

Results

We explored our three main questions through a com-
bination of approaches. First, we visualise participant
ratings for the different performances to engage in an
exploratory analysis of similarities and differences. Sec-
ond, we build on analyses done by Quinto and Thomp-
son (2013), using coefficient of variation calculations to
investigate the range of variation of ratings for perceived
arousal compared to valence. This analysis will identify
what dimension of perceived emotion appears to bemost
affected by performer interpretations. Further, to address
this question we also look at multiple linear regression
analyses (both across all seven experiments and for indi-
vidual experiments), to determine what cues emerge as
significant predictors of listener ratings of arousal and
valence, as well as their relative weight for each rat-
ing. For our overall regression analysis on ratings across
all seven performer experiments, we included an addi-
tional predictor, rootmean square (RMS) of each excerpt.
Although not a of primary focus, we include RMS in this
overall analysis as we recognise factors such as recording
sound intensity can play a role in rating differences, par-
ticularly when comparing perceptual ratings across com-
mercial recordings with different pianos, microphones,
and studios used for each album.

Exploring how interpretation shapes conveyed
emotion

To start, we compare participants’ ratings of emotional
valence and arousal across seven experiments with seven
performers, presented first to lay out our overall find-
ings, and subsequently organised around our stated
goals. Overall, mean valence ratings across excerpts col-
lapsed across participants (M = 4.07, SD = 1.14) ranged
from 1.41 to 6.3 and mean arousal ratings (M = 55.16,
SD = 16.67) ranged from 19.57 to 87.17. Descriptive
information on ratings for each performer’s stimuli set
can be found in Appendix 3.

Although piece-by-piece visualisations offer useful
insight (Figures 2 and 3), they do little to afford a big-
picture look at changes in each album’s so-called emo-
tional palette – the range of emotional responses given
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Figure 2. Mean valence ratings for each excerpt in the WTC across seven performers/seven experiments broken down into (a1) Major
preludes, (a2) minor preludes, (b1) Major fugues and (b2) minor fugues. Each line represents mean ratings for one performer.

from the set as a whole. Consequently, we visualised sep-
arate circumplexes based on Russell’s 2D model (1980),
providing insight into the distribution of pieces as inter-
preted by each performer (Figure 4).

Exploring the consistency of conveyed emotions

As used in Quinto and Thompson (2013), we calculated
the coefficient of variation (CV) to examine the range of
valence and arousal ratings. This measure is calculated
as the (standard deviation/mean)× 100 and represents
a standardised measure of dispersion. According to lis-
tener ratings of valence and arousal, the CV for valence
(CV = 39.56%) is lower than arousal (CV = 46.03%)
ratings when calculated across performers (Figure 5).
These findings suggest that the influence of performer
interpretation may have had a stronger effect on ratings
of arousal, as ratings across performers are more variable
for this dimension of perceived emotion than for ratings
of valence.

We also calculated CVs for each performer across
ratings of valence and arousal (Table 1). As with
our overall calculation, the CV for arousal ratings
remained higher than for valence ratings as seen

across performers. The range of CVs for valence rat-
ings across performers is approx. 4%, suggesting the
level of consistency in valence ratings across excerpts
is similar across performers. For ratings of arousal,
CVs across performers varied 10% from the high-
est to the lowest CV calculated. Using the R package
‘cvequality’ (Version 0.1.3; Marwick & Krishnamoor-
thy, 2019), we used the ‘Modified signed-likelihood
ratio test’ (Krishnamoorthy & Lee, 2014) for equal-
ity of CVs of valence and arousal across performers.
This test indicated variation in CVs across perform-
ers for valence (χ2(6) = 48.49, p < .001) and arousal
(χ2(6) = 24.54, p < .001) is not due to chance. This
indicates more variability in how some performers
expressed arousal and valence across the pieces in the
WTC (Figure 6).

Exploring interpretation’s effect on the strength of
specific cues

Finally, in order to gain insight into the specific relation-
ship between cues and emotional responses, we explored
the degree to which interpretation affected specific cues
in the emotional responses. As our primary interest is
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Figure 3. Mean arousal ratings for each excerpt in the WTC across seven performers/seven experiments broken down into (a1) Major
preludes, (a2) minor preludes, (b1) Major fugues & (b2) minor fugues. Each line represents mean ratings for one performer.

Figure 4. Mean ratings of valence and arousal for all 48 excerpts in the WTC (separated by preludes and fugues) plotted across the 2D
circumplex space for several performers (a) Fischer, (b) Gulda, (c) Gould, (d) Richter, (e) Tureck, (f ) Martins and (g) Demus. Excerpts are
plottedby chromakey. Valence is representedon the x-axis, arousal is on the y-axis.Major key excerpts are represented in red anddenoted
with ‘x’, minor key excerpts in blue filled circles.

Table 1. Coefficients of variation calculations for each performer
across valence and arousal ratings of all 48 excerpts.

Performer CV valence CV arousal

Demus 29.62 40.85
Fischer 33.01 43.50
Gulda 30.27 33.79
Gould 31.71 39.79
Martins 29.09 37.78
Richter 28.70 40.14
Tureck 30.62 38.91

in the relationship and role of attack rate, mode and
pitch, our analyses focus primarily on those cues. How-
ever, we also included RMS as a predictor in our overall
regression analysis as a useful check to confirm sound
intensity’s role as a predictor when considering compari-
son across performers. However, in keepingwith our past
practices (Battcock & Schutz, 2019) we did not use RMS
in the more complex commonality analysis. We found
it creates more challenges than insight in commonality
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Figure 5. Coefficients of Variation for aggregated valence and arousal ratings across all performers for each excerpt for (a) Preludes and
(b) Fugues. Valence is represented on the x-axis, arousal is on the y-axis. Major key excerpts are in red and denoted with ‘x’, minor key
excerpts in blue filled circles. Each excerpt is denoted by their chroma key.

Figure 6. Coefficients of Variation for valence and arousal ratings across all excerpts for each performer; (a) Fischer, (b) Gulda, (c) Gould,
(d) Richter, (e) Tureck, (f ) Martins & (g) Demus. X axis represents scale for valence ratings, y-axis represents scale for arousal ratings. Major
key excerpts are in red, minor key excerpts in blue.
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Table 2. Regression model for attack rate, mode, pitch height and RMS (variables) on valence and arousal ratings across all performers.

Valence Arousal

Predictors / Variable B SE t p B SE t p

Attack Rate 0.388 0.005 72.65 p< .001 0.674 0.006 120.20 p< .001
Mode 0.531 0.005 105.48 p< .001 0.003 0.005 0.518 p= .605
Pitch Height 0.173 0.005 37.61 p< .001 0.076 0.005 15.73 p< .005
RMS 0.198 0.005 39.48 p< .001 0.356 0.005 67.52 p< .01
R2 .808 .788
F 10520 9298

Note: Beta values (B) indicate strength and direction of relationship between each predictor variable for valence and arousal ratings. Reference level for mode is
Major.

Table 3. Commonality analysis for variance in listener ratings of valence across seven performers.

Fischer Gulda Gould Richter Tureck Martins Demus

Unique X1 Attack Rate .1504 .1715 .1628 .1397 .1854 .1942 .1938
Unique X2 Mode .2390 .2114 .2226 .2867 .2579 .2564 .2427
Unique X3 Pitch Height .0380 .0438 .0225 .0233 .0163 .0139 .0314
Common to X1 & X2 C (AR, Mo) .3523 .3282 .3213 .3559 .3676 .3294 .3494
Common to X1 & X3 C (AR, PH) -.0325 -.0312 -.0186 -.0178 -.0159 -.0139 -.0263
Common to X2 & X3 C (Mo, PH) .0781 .0626 .0463 .0545 .0607 .0466 .0586
Common to X1, X2 & X3 C (AR, Mo, PH) -.0491 -.0271 -.0219 -.0241 -.0525 -.0351 -.0306

R2 y.123= .7762 .7593 .7350 .8181 .8195 .7916 .8190

Note: Unique variance for each predictor is broken down into ‘Unique X’ and shared variance is represented by ‘Common to X & Y’. Attack rate = variable 1;
Mode= variable 2; Pitch Height= variable 3.

analysis, as the visualisations and interpretations become
opaque when exploring that many predictors. For exam-
ple, whereas a three-cue model produces seven variance
components in the commonality analysis results, a four
predictor model produces 15 components: four com-
ponents representing unique variance, six representing
common variance between two variable pairings, four
representing common variance between three variable
pairings and one that represents the variance common to
all variables in the model (Capraro & Capraro, 2001).

Linear regression analyses of performer differences
We used the R Statistical Package to run standard simul-
taneous multiple linear regression analysis to assess the
overall influence of four predictors – attack rate, mode,
pitch height and RMS – on mean ratings of valence
and arousal across all experiments. This helped to eval-
uate the impact of our selected musical cues and any
differences in recording intensity in predicting ratings
across experiments. Further, we ran individual regres-
sion and commonality analyses for each experiment with
individual performers in order to create a ‘cue profile’
based on our three main cues of interest – attack rate,
mode and pitch height – to display a relative cue weights
for each performer. For the dichotomous cue ofmode, we
chose theMajormode as the reference level for the analy-
sis (thus the minor mode level of this factor is contrasted
against it in analysis). The overall regression analysis on
valence ratings indicated the cues of attack rate, mode,
pitch height and RMS significantly predicted listener
responses (Table 2). According to the model for arousal

ratings, attack rate, pitch height and RMS emerged as
significant predictor of listener responses.

Across the seven experiments, the four-cue predic-
tor model (attack rate, mode, pitch height and RMS)
accounted for 80.8% of the variance in listener ratings of
valence (Table 2). In contrast, the same predictor model
accounted for 78.8%of variance in ratings of arousal. This
suggests the four cues in this model can explain a large
proportion of the variability in listener responses, where
regression models for valence and arousal are similarly
predictive.

Across individual regression analyses for each per-
former, three cuemodels of valence predicted 73.5–82.0%
of rating variance and 50.7–78.8% of variance in arousal
ratings (see Table 3). This demonstrates a larger range
in model fit, or model predictiveness, for listener ratings
of arousal across different performers than for listener
ratings of valence. More variability in R2 values across
individual performer regression models for arousal sug-
gests there may be other performance cues relevant for
some performers that influence listener perception and
rating of arousal. The range in valence variance predicted
by performer models also suggests that perhaps there are
other cues more effective for some performers than oth-
ers in conveying emotional information that are salient
to listeners.

Commonality analysis across performer-specific
models
As used in Battcock and Schutz (2019) we calculated the
overall contributions of each cue in participant ratings of
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Table 4. Commonality analysis for variance in listener ratings of arousal across seven performers.

Fischer Gulda Gould Richter Tureck Martins Demus

Unique X1 Attack Rate .5688 .3019 .4794 .6410 .5557 .5508 .5206
Unique X2 Mode .0001 .0181 .0168 .0042 .0069 .0096 .0006
Unique X3 Pitch Height .0205 .0012 .0000 .0196 .0131 .0019 .0001
Common to X1 & X2 C (AR, Mo) .1622 .1740 .2342 .1165 .2187 .1982 .1488
Common to X1 & X3 C (AR, PH) -.0097 .0287 .0230 -.0185 .0091 .0250 .0298
Common to X2 & X3 C (Mo, PH) .0010 -.0012 .0012 -.0030 .0073 .0029 .0002
Common to X1, X2 & X3 C (AR, Mo, PH) -.0096 -.0162 -.0176 .0022 -.0226 -.0197 -.0158

R2 y.123= .7333 .5065 .7371 .7620 .7881 .7687 .6843

Note. Unique variance for each predictor is broken down into ‘Unique X’ and shared variance is represented by ‘Common to X & Y’. Attack rate = variable 1;
Mode= variable 2; Pitch Height= variable 3.

Figure 7. Unique and shared variance of valence ratings predicted by cues of attack rate, mode and pitch height. Values represent
amount predicted of total possible variance as a percentage. Individual bars depict cue weights for each performer. Attack rate and
modality explain the vast majority of variance, although specific contributions vary. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals on
bootstrapped data.

emotion, using commonality analyses to decompose the
R2 of each performer’s three cue predictor model (Table
3 and 4). Contributions are broken down into shared and
unique components to clarify factors driving participant
responses. We also plotted this cue profile decomposi-
tion in Figures 7 and 8, where we used bootstrapping
methods to calculate error bars for each cue. With this
method, we repeatedly resampled from our original data
sets to create multiple simulated data sets, which pro-
vides a distribution from which to calculate our error
bars (confidence intervals, CIs). To obtain the error bar

values we used a resampling method with thereplace-
ment for 1000 runs, with a sample of 30 (our actual
sample included 30 participants) for each performers’
dataset.

Valence ratings
Across performers, we see similar trends of cue strengths
(Figure 7), where mode (21–29%) accounted for the
largest amount of variance uniquely. The effect of mode
is evident in the circumplex visualisation (Figure 4),
where Major key excerpts fall predominately into the
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Figure 8. Unique and shared variance of arousal ratings, predicted by cues of attack rate, mode and pitch height. Values represent
amount predicted of total possible variance as a percentage. Individual bars depict cue weights for each performer. Attack rate plays
a crucial role, although its strength is relative to interpretation. Error bars represent shared contribution 95% confidence intervals on
bootstrapped data.

upper right quadrant. Uniquely, attack rate predicted
14.0–17.2% of variance in the model and pitch height
uniquely contributed 1.4–4.3%. The largest contribution
emerged from the relationship between attack rate and
mode (33–37%). Attack rate and pitch height accounted
for −1.4 – −3.3% of shared variance (Table 3), mode
and pitch height accounted for 4.6–7.8% of variance and
variance common between all three cues explained −2.2
– −5.3% of variance in valence ratings. Based on boot-
strapped confidence intervals (CIs) for each value, there
appears to be little variability in cue weights across per-
formers suggesting listener ratings of valence are not
strongly impacted by the performer interpretations pre-
sented in this study. This may suggest structural cues
are more important in conveying musical emotion in
Bach’s WTC, which are more resistant to performers’
interpretive choices.

Arousal ratings
Again, similar trends emerged across performers for cue
weights predicting variance in arousal ratings (Figure
8). Attack rate uniquely predicted the largest amount
of variance (30.1%–64.1%) across performers, however,
there appear to be differences in its predictive weight
between some performer models, based on visual com-
parison of the bootstrapped values. This may suggest
important performer-based differences in they ways per-
formers convey emotional messages, given that attack
rate appearsmore informative for some pianists than oth-
ers. Cues of mode and pitch height uniquely predicted
0.01%–1.8% and 0–2.1 of variance respectively.

In terms of shared contributions, attack rate and
mode remained the biggest predictor of shared variance
(11.7%–21.9%) compared to attack rate and pitch height
(predicted −1.9%–3.0%) and mode and pitch height
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(predicted −0.30%–0.73%). The shared contribution of
all three cues predicted −2.26%–0.22% of variance in
arousal ratings (Table 4). The unique cue weights show
some differences across performers based on a visual
comparison of the bootstrapped CI values. These results
align with our CV calculations that suggest a performer’s
interpretative choices on cues may have a stronger effect
on ratings of arousal, given more variability in listener
ratings (CV = 46.03%) across this dimension of per-
ceived emotion. In contrast, the predictive weight of the
shared contribution values across performers show vari-
ance between some performers and cue combinations
based on visual inspection of CI values. Given the small
to negligible values of shared contributions we focus on
the interpretation of the unique cue contributions.

Discussion

Composer vs performer-controlled cues in conveyed
emotion

Plotting the ratings of each excerpt across performers,
we observed an influence of mode on perceived emotion
for all interpretations (Figure 4). Despite considerable
differences in the tempi of different interpretations
(Bach, 2004) and the well-known associations between
timing and emotional messages (Dalla Bella et al.,
2001; Gagnon & Peretz, 2003), mode plays a con-
sistent role across this set of excerpts. This raises
interesting questions about the different contributions
of composers and performers to emotional commu-
nication. Although composers’ emotional intentions
are encoded through the notation of structural cues
(pitches, rhythms, notated tempi, etc.), performers then
study, interpret, and ultimately perform these notes and
rhythms, adding additional layers to the acoustic sig-
nal. Therefore, the relative weight of composer con-
trolled versus performer-controlled cues is complex, and
these results provide a useful first step towards better
understanding a process with important implications for
communication.

In previouswork exploring cue contributions, 75–80%
of variance associated with listener ratings of emo-
tion could be explained from a linear combination of
both performer and composer cues (Juslin & Lindström,
2010). Given the complexity of this issue, it is typi-
cally explored using synthesised stimuli composed for
experimental purposes. For example, one approach var-
ied eight features (pitch, mode, melodic progression,
rhythm, tempo, sound level, articulation, and timbre)
according to a factorial design. Musically trained partic-
ipants rated musical stimuli along five affective adjective
scales (‘Happy’, ‘Sad’, ‘Angry’, ‘Fearful’, and ‘Tender’).

Regression analysis indicated composer-controlled cues
contributed to perceived emotion, however may con-
tribute less than cues involved in performer expression
(Juslin & Lindström, 2010).

Our work demonstrates variance associated with
valence and arousal respectively could be attributed to
the combination of composer-controlled and performer
manipulated cues, where weights of these cues differed
according to the dimension of emotion in question. Our
findings are therefore consistent with Juslin and Lind-
ström (2010), even with the use of stimuli that is not
systematically manipulated for each cue of interest. How-
ever, unlike their study, here we see that for ratings of
valence the composer-controlled cue of mode appears
more important than the performer-manipulated cue
of attack rate. This suggests certain cues might func-
tion more strongly in actual musical passages than in
specialised stimuli designed to maximise experimental
control.

In our experiments, all listeners heard the same com-
positional structure with different performers varying
interpretative dimensions such as tempo, articulation,
and dynamics. Although some variation emerged across
both dimensions, we found more variation in perceived
arousal than valence across performers and excerpts as
a result of interpretive cues. This is consistent with the
idea that both composer (structural/compositional) and
performer controlled (expressive/performance) features
contribute to emotional responses, however cues manip-
ulated by the performer play a larger role in arousal
(Quinto et al., 2014). In those studies listeners rated
emotional valence and arousal for musician-composed
excerpts either performed with a specific intended emo-
tion or rendered neutral and expressionless through
MIDI software. In order to quantify the composer and
performer-controlled cues, musical excerpts were sub-
ject to acoustic analysis using Praat and MIRToolbox
software.

Quinto andThompson’s regression analyses of listener
ratings indicated cues predicted 58-59% of valence and
arousal variance. Their model included compositional
cues such as mode, mean fundamental frequency, range
(number of semitones between the lowest and highest
frequencies), mean interval size, as well as performance
cues of articulation, mean intensity level, intensity vari-
ability, high-frequency energy, and tempo. Cues affected
valence and arousal ratings differently; compositional
cues such as mode had a greater influence on valence rat-
ings whereas performance cues more strongly influenced
arousal ratings. Their works suggests a performer’s inter-
pretative decisions exert differential effects on different
aspects fo emotion. Our results here – as well Battcock
and Schutz (2021, 2019) – are consistent with their
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findings. The timing cue of attack rate emerges as the
only significant predictor of arousal ratings, and all three
cues appeared significant for valence ratings. However
our results emerged using polyphonic, or multi-lined
precomposed music, which helps strengthen the argu-
ment that composer or performermanipulated cues exert
varying influences on the dimensions of emotion per-
ceived in music.

Examining themain goals of our studies

As this study grew out of fascination with the exploratory
possibilities of examining different interpretations of a
single composition, we began this investigation with
broad questions rather than specific hypothesis. Specif-
ically, we aimed to explore (1) differences in conveyed
emotion when different pianists interpret the same notes
and rhythms, (2) the consistency of emotional messages
within this set of pieces, and (3) whether the strength of
specific cues (timing, mode and pitch) vary as a function
of performer interpretation. To engage in these goals, we
undertook an admittedly complex and complicated series
of analysis and visualisations and made numerous con-
nections to the literature. We will now circle back to our
original questions to try and clarify insights, limitations,
and paths for future exploration.

Q1. How does performer interpretation shape
conveyed emotion?

Our first research question focused simply on how dif-
ferent interpretations by expert pianists affect the overall
range of emotions conveyed in this set of pieces. Here
our experiments bridged analyses of acoustic character-
istics and perceptual evaluations. Building on Sloboda
and Lehmann’s (2001) study of differences in a piece
by Chopin, here we explore the effect of interpretation
across a set of 48 pieces, affording exploration of both
the set as a whole (Figure 4) and comparison of individ-
ual excerpts (Figures 2 and 3). This provides a first step
toward a clearer understanding of how the same musical
structure can communicate varying emotional informa-
tion based on how a performer chooses to manipulate
available expressive cues.

No performer differed substantially from the others
consistently across all pieces, suggesting certain compo-
sitional choices by the composer affords more or less
individualised interpretations. However, we did notice
several intriguing patterns that could warrant future
exploration. For example, the circumplex showing the
emotional palette across Fugues when performed by
Tureck is much more tightly clustered than those of the
other performers. Additionally, the plotted circumplex of

Glenn Gould’s performances of the Preludes falls essen-
tially into a line, whereas Demus’ cover a much wider
area. Which aspects of these performers’ interpretations
help explain these differences in the range of emotional
responses evoked? Are they intentional on the part of
the artist, or merely the natural consequence of other
interpretative decisions? This data provides a rich and
novel perspective on the complex relationship between
interpretation and response.

Although a performer’s tempo appears to play an
important role in emotional responses, it is not clear how
much other cues play a role. This raises interesting ques-
tions for future research, for example, would expression-
lessMIDI performances with tempimatched to each per-
former replicate these patterns? To what degree do differ-
ences in the specific instruments and acoustic recording
environments shape the range of emotions evoked in an
album? These questions hold important implications for
both pianists and scientists planning future experiments.

Q2. Interpretation’s differential effects on
consistency of emotional communication

Our second question exploredwhether arousal or valence
systematically differed more across performances. We
found more variation on average in ratings of arousal,
consistent with previous reports that the cues under a
performer’s control (such as attack rate) have greater
effect on this dimension (Quinto et al., 2014). As our
regression models of arousal ratings exhibited a range of
variance explained (50%–79%), we suspect other expres-
sive cues that vary by performer also play an important
role.

Curiously, our results show greater variability (for
both valence and arousal) in minor vs. Major key pieces
(Figure 5). In other words, it appears that within this
set minor key pieces exhibit greater emotional ambigu-
ity. There are two potential interpretations of this finding,
which lead to different implications. Specifically, this
could indicate (a) Bach’s minor key pieces are more
emotionally ambiguous than his Major key pieces or (b)
consistent differences in the interpretation of minor key
pieces relative to Major key pieces. In other words, it
raises the question of whether this reflects ambiguity in
the structure vs. interpretation of minor key pieces. Our
experimental approach involving seven interpretations of
24Major and 24minor pieces offers a unique opportunity
to complement previous work exploring the relative con-
tributions of structure and interpretation. Breaking down
this analysis by performer is consistent with the struc-
tural explanation, as we find consistently greater ambi-
guity for minor key pieces across all seven performances
(Figure 6).
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Although exploring variability by performer helps to
clarify that greater ambiguity in minor vs. Major key
pieces is not merely the result of discrepant interpre-
tations of minor key pieces, it raises other fascinating
questions. Why might minor keys lead to more ambi-
guity in conveyed emotion? Did the decision to struc-
ture a piece in a minor key subtly encourage Bach to
structure other aspects of the music more ambiguously?
Do other composers share this approach with respect to
the ambiguity of minor keys? Although future research
is needed to clarify this intriguing pattern, this project
highlights the exciting possibilities for the approach of
using highly renowned and often performed composi-
tions. As Bach’s WTC has been recorded many times
by renowned pianists, studies of this nature can explore
questions that would be otherwise impossible to exam-
ine using traditional approaches such as musical excerpts
that have been experimentally composed or manipulated
for the directives of the study.

Q3. Does the strength of specific cues vary as a
function of interpretation?

Commonality analysis provides an invaluable tool for
exploring our third goal – examining trade-offs in
cue weights between different performer interpretations.
Although it allows for direct comparison of unique and
shared variance explained by three co-varying cues, it
does not afford traditional tests of significance. Conse-
quently, we used bootstrapping techniques from sim-
ulated experiments, offering the distribution of values
needed to make more formal assessments of differences
in cue strength between different interpretations. As dif-
ferent participant groups evaluated each album, direct
comparisons of a cue strength between albums are dif-
ficult to interpret (e.g. the strength of mode in interpre-
tations by Gulda vs. Gould) Nonetheless, our data offer a
useful way of comparing relative cue strengthwithin each
album.

Overall we found broad consistency in the relative
weights of cues. This is important given that in some
cases performers exhibited wide disagreement in tempi.
As such, we found several excerpts in which emotional
evaluations differed across different albums. For example,
Tureck’s interpretation (Bach, 1722/1953) used a tempo
of 69 bpm (beats per measure) for the E minor fugue –
considerably slower than any of the other six perfor-
mances. Participants rated that performance consider-
ably lower in arousal than others (Figure 3), presumably
reflecting this difference in interpretation. Nonetheless
the role of attack rate remained remarkably consistent
across the different interpretations (Figure 8).

The stability in relative cue weights across different
interpretations in this work is broadly consistent with
Juslin’s (1997) Lens Model explaining how cue redun-
dancy allows for emotions to be successfully commu-
nicated with different cue combinations. Performers are
still able to convey similar emotions without having to
use or manipulate the same cues across performances.
This finding has particular relevance for music such as
Bach’sWell Tempered Clavier which is often recorded on
harpsichord rather than piano – an instrumentwithmore
restricted acoustic affordances (i.e., the harpsichord does
not allow for the same dynamic range as the piano).

Limitations and future directions

Our work focused on the communication of emotion
through musical performance, however, emotion is not
the only aspect that can be expressed through music.
For example, performers’ interpretative decisions on cues
such as tempo, dynamics, articulation, etc., can be influ-
enced by their intention to clarify the musical structure
(Gingras et al., 2016; Kendall & Carterette, 1990). Fur-
ther, listeners can describe music in non-affective terms,
such as metaphors referring to movement, shapes or
characteristics of the sound (Schaerlaeken et al., 2019).
Although listeners are able to perceive various types of
meaning expressed in music, expressed emotional mes-
sages or content appear most salient in both trained
and untrained listeners (Juslin & Laukka, 2004; Lind-
ström et al., 2003). When listeners are asked what music
can express, the most frequent response is ‘emotions’.
Therefore, although the exploration of performer inter-
pretation on listener responses on other areas of musi-
cal expression can further enrich our understanding of
differences in perception in music listening, our efforts
focused on emotional communication.

Admittedly, the interpretation of our findings in this
novel series of studies requires clarity regarding some
limitations. This work compares results across seven
experiments, where participants are exposed to one per-
former’s set of recordings. Thismitigated the effect of dif-
ferences in recording quality between albums, however,
it complicates direct comparisons of specific pieces as
participants heard performances by only a single pianist.
Future work could directly explore this issue by testing
select pieces as performed by all performers to compare
emotion ratings. In addition, our studies focused only on
three cues, two of which represent strictly composer con-
trolled musical features. Future research could expand
this list to include additional performance cues to assess
how the relative cue weights change according to inter-
pretation. In particular, finding a way to effectively visu-
alise RMS in commonality analysis would be helpful as it
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would allow for greater insight. It would also be beneficial
to further examine the relationship between differences
in those performance cues and the subsequent impact
emotion ratings.

Second, the naturalistic approach of commercially
available recordings precludes fully disentangling the
influence of structure and interpretation. Future research
comparing ‘deadpan’ MIDI performances against rat-
ings of actual recordings could better illuminate the
roles of structural and interpretative cues. This would
build on Juslin and Madison’s (1999) work demonstrat-
ing listener ability to decode emotions from musical
signals is reduced when certain expressive cues (tempo,
sound level, timing, articulation) are removed. This could
potentially better clarify the role of interpretation by
offering insight into which aspects of emotional commu-
nication persists in this music, even in the absence of
expressive interpretative nuances.

Third, given the complexity of exploring differences in
performer interpretation, we did not explore the poten-
tially interesting issue of differences in listeners. For
example, personality traits (Taruffi et al., 2017; Vuoskoski
& Eerola, 2011) and musical experience (Akkermans
et al., 2019; Castro & Lima, 2014; MacGregor & Müllen-
siefen, 2017) can affect the emotional messages received.
Future exploration of the interaction between listener
backgrounds and interpretations holds potential for fur-
ther insight.

Limitations aside, the results demonstrate that regard-
less of interpretation, listeners are more variable in emo-
tion assessments of minor key excerpts. We see this
finding as contributing to ongoing discussions about the
challenge of interpreting the minor mode’s ‘meaning’
in Western music. Although mode is routinely recog-
nised as playing a crucial role inmusic cognition research
(Dalla Bella et al., 2001; Hunter et al., 2008; Webster
& Weir, 2005), recent research calls the consistency of
this relationship into question when considering dif-
ferent musical era (Horn & Huron, 2015). Addition-
ally, some prominent music theorists take issue with the
putative associations between minor modes and sadness
– noting that complexity of modality’s role is difficult
to isolate given its correlation with other cues (Hat-
ten, 2004). Given that both development (Dalla Bella
et al., 2001) and expertise (Battcock & Schutz, 2021)
affect the strength of mode’s role in conveying emo-
tion, we consider this a fruitful potential area for further
inquiry.

Implications and closing thoughts

Primary motivation for this exploratory project came
from curiosity – recognition that the combination of the

WTC’s structure (with balance in mode), lack of clar-
ity regarding the composer’s desired tempi, and ubiq-
uity of commercially available recordings render it ripe
for an exploration of the complex relationship between
structure, interpretation, and response. We were unsure
at the outset whether this approach would lead to clar-
ity on some of our key questions. Ultimately the sheer
complexity of our design means that a full understand-
ing of how Bach’s notes and renowned pianists’ inter-
pretation of them interact to affect emotional responses
remains to be discovered. Nonetheless this study offers
some useful insight for both the academic and artistic
communities.

Scientific implications
With respect to the literature on music perception, per-
haps the most useful outcome is the clear documenta-
tion of greater ambiguity in the emotional content of
minor vs. Major key pieces (Figure 4). As this pattern is
largely replicated within each of the seven performances
of this set of pieces (Figure 5), it appears this is related
to structural aspects of the music unchanged by the per-
formers’ interpretation. Additionally, our analyses reveal
less ambiguity in ratings of valence vs. arousal. This is
consistent with previous findings suggesting structural
or composer-controlled cues have a greater influence on
conveyed valence than variations in performance cues
(Quinto & Thompson, 2013).

Similar to Juslin (1997), our work here considers
how performer interpretation leads to variations in
communicated emotionalmessages.We explore howper-
former differences influence the perception of emotion
using a widely performed set of pieces that have been
interpreted from many well-known and respected musi-
cians. Rather than employing emotion recognition accu-
racy methods using excerpts where performers are given
explicit goals (e.g. ‘play in a happy manner’), our work
focuses on how listeners ratings vary on dimensions of
valence and arousal in performances designed for artis-
tic success. Further, we discuss how our results touch on
the role composer controlled (structural) or performer
controlled (performance) cues play in communicating
emotion through music.

Consequently, we believe the present study contributes
to literature exploring expressive consequences of inter-
pretation by examining how those choices affect listener
perception. Although these differencesmay not necessar-
ily reflect changes in the emotional category conveyed
(e.g. ‘happiness’, or ‘sadness’), they demonstrate varia-
tions in levels of conveyed emotional arousal. Thus, the
strength or effectiveness of a conveyed emotionmay vary
as a result of these interpretive choices.
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Artistic implications
For musicians, the significance of this work lies primar-
ily in laying the groundwork for further exploration of
an oft-overlooked issue of great importance to perform-
ing artists. Although this issue clearly requires further
research, our explorations do suggest some potentially
important differences in how interpretation shapes the
WTC’s ‘emotional palette’ in these recordings. The distri-
bution of emotional responses to Tureck’s interpretation
of the minor key Preludes appears quite distinct from
those of Richter or Demus, and pianists preparing their
own performances could benefit from careful study and
listening of these acclaimed interpretations. Bach’s writ-
ing clearly lends itself well to different interpretations,
and consequently this systematic study and analysis holds
useful insight and application for musicians.

Performers strive to distinguish themselves, oftenwith
the goal of creating unique and emotionally captivating
performances that speak to their audiences. The present
data sheds light on the complex relationship between
performers’ interpretative decisions on a musical com-
position and the expressive outcomes judged by listeners
whereas previous research has focused on the recogni-
tion or grouping of performer interpretations (Gingras
et al., 2011), or identifying the expressive phrasing used
(Macritchie et al., 2012).

One of the authors of this paper (MS) is a profes-
sional musician in addition to being a music psychol-
ogy researcher, and as such frequently faces interpretive
decisions in both his work as a soloist as well as con-
ducting musical ensembles. Typically these choices are
grounded in either historical considerations (i.e. what
tempi do other musicians use for this piece) or personal
speculation (i.e. ‘this tempo sounds about right to me’).
Consequently he sees this work as a unique and valuable
guide to pianists interested in better understanding the
relationship between artistic decisions around interpre-
tation, and subsequent evaluation by audiences and/or
professional juries.

These experiments provide a novel ‘blueprint’ offer-
ing data-driven insight into the implications of different
interpretive decisions. For example, by mimicking the
tempi employed by Tureck vs. Richter they could sys-
tematically and intentionally alter the emotional mes-
sages of a specific set of pieces. Although subsequent
dialogue with the performance community is neces-
sary in order to fully realise the implications of this
data for performers and educators, we see this study
as providing a useful point of connection with musi-
cians performing Bach’s music. To this end we have
created an interactive visualiser allowing further explo-
ration and study of these pieces and our results online at
http://www.maplelab.net/bachtempi.

As written by Daniel Leech-Wilkinson (2012) ‘Per-
formance is not simply a reproduction, a performance
of something, but a process, created by performers and
mentally constructed (uniquely and temporarily by each
listener)’. When investigating the process of conveyed
emotion through musical signals, it is important to
consider aspects of the composer, performer and lis-
tener. This novel exploratory study examines two of these
vital components, helping to shed light onto the complex
process of conveying emotions through music.
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Appendices

A Appendix 1

Table A1. Performer excerpt durations (seconds)

Performer M SD Min Max

Fischer 28.88 11.72 9 65
Gulda 30.69 13.46 8 65
Gould 27.71 17.35 6 104
Richter 28.29 11.64 8 53
Tureck 31.75 11.57 7 58
Martins 30.88 13.35 7 64
Demus 29.63 10.81 7 58

Table A2. Performer attack rate descriptive information

Performer M SD Min Max

Fischer 4.67 2.57 1.2 12.8
Gulda 4.9 2.25 1.3 11.13
Gould 4.75 2.69 .96 11.73
Richter 4.61 2.57 .94 11.73
Tureck 3.91 2.09 .87 10.67
Martins 4.3 2.63 .9 11.2
Demus 4.28 2.23 1.2 10.13

Table A3. Performer excerpt RMS descriptive values

Performer M SD Min Max

Fischer −26.4 4.5 −37.5 −18.8
Gulda −29.6 6.1 −40.6 −20.5
Gould −22.3 3.9 −36.3 −22.3
Richter −26.8 4.8 −36.9 −16.8
Tureck −26.8 5.1 −39.3 −16.6
Martins −29.4 4.1 −39.9 −22.9
Demus −27.5 3.49 −35.9 −19.9
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A Appendix 3

Table A4. Descriptives on valence and arousal ratings across per-
formers

Valence Arousal

Performer M SD Min Max M SD Min Max

Fischer 3.98 1.16 1.47 5.6 55.26 17.49 23.33 85.1
Gulda 4.09 1.11 1.97 6.3 56.99 16.78 30.27 82.82
Gould 4.15 1.11 1.93 5.93 57.5 16.24 24.33 85.87
Richter 4.07 1.17 1.7 6.03 52.57 18.72 19.57 84.57
Tureck 4.11 1.02 2.23 5.87 53.26 13.5 29.37 82.47
Martins 4.05 1.26 1.63 6.27 56.56 16.73 28.33 67.17
Demus 4.03 1.12 1.41 6.06 53.91 16.6 26 86.21
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